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The Ron Cooke Hub
The Ron Cooke Hub was officially opened in 2011.  
It is the central hub to the new Heslington East 
campus and is named after Professor Sir Ron Cooke, a 
previous Vice Chancellor of the university and esteemed 
individual within the arena of education.

The multi-award winning building is set beside 
one of the large man-made lakes; a distinctive 
feature of the University of York campus. 

The open atrium provides an impressive location 
for occasions such as exhibitons, dinners and 
receptions. 

The very design of the building promotes 
creativity and interactivity. Along with the open 
and light filled atrium the building is home to a 
tiered lecture theatre for up to 220 delegates as 
well as a range of rooms of unique designs and 
capabilities.
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The Ron Cooke Hub Ground Floor Exhibition Plan



The Ron Cooke Hub Ground Floor Plan
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The Ron Cooke Hub First Floor Plan
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The Ron Cooke Hub Second Floor Plan
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The 3Sixty
“The 3Sixty” is a 360 degree audio-
visual venue with a range of inspiring 
opportunities. The 360 degree projection 
capability and surround sound offers an 
immersive space with potential to hold 
a range of different events. Users find 
themselves in the centre of rich panoramic 
media, making it a strong environment 
for capturing and retaining the attention 
of attendees. Product launches and 
presentations will be truly innovative in this 
space, with attendees standing or sitting.

Pods
Our unique lakeside Pods complete 
the innovative Ron Cooke Hub’s main 
façade. With floor to ceiling panoramic 
views over the campus lake, the view 
from the inside of the Pods is truly 
impressive and creates a striking space 
for meetings.
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Room Capacity Default Layout

RCH/001 (Atrium) 506 Casual

RCH/037 (Lecture Theatre) 220 Tiered Lecture Theatre

RCH/103 (Classroom) 42 Classroom

RCH/107 & RCH/107a (Board Room) 14 Board Room

RCH/105 & RCH/105a (Board Room) 14 Board Room

RCH/248 (Half Lakehouse) 50 Theatre

RCH/250 (Half Lakehouse) 50 Theatre

RCH/248 & RCH/250 (open Lakehouse) 100 Theatre

RCH /004 (Exhibition Space) 50 Open

RCH/005 (Demonstration Space) 50 Open

RCH/040 & RCH/041 (Lakeside Study Pods) 8/12 Casual

RCH/042 (Lakeside Study Pod) 16 Board Room

RCH/017 (Seminar Room) 42 Theatre

Room Capacities



The Ron Cooke Hub

Get in touch with us today to see 
how we can help you plan your 
perfect event.

Telephone us on 
01904 328431

Email us on 
conferences@york.ac.uk

Go online at 
yorkconferences.com

Facilities include: 

•  The Lakehouse Room; with floor to 
ceiling windows and a large outdoor 
balcony overlooking the Heslington 
East campus and lake.

 
•  Three lakeside ‘pods’ which are 

encircled by water and look out 
towards the lake and wildlife.

 
•  ‘The 3Sixty’ is a 360° audio visual room 

perfect for impressive product launches  
or presentations to clients.

 
•  The Exhibition Space – Suitable for a 

variety of functions including small 
exhibitions.

•  A variety of casual and formal  
discussion rooms.


